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To the end we'll fight the sunrise
You're the light inside of me
And I can see the world in your eyes
I've been waiting far too long

Ready? Look
When I feel my past, thinkin' niggas still get me
Closin' my eyes pretendin' that you are still with me
But as the glow shines, it slows time
Illuminate when I was yours and you were mine
Fine, the colorations of these leaves trails
Still invites the memories lost in sea shells
We tried and we failed but we can build it all back, baby
The ocean's lookin' wavy, been thinkin' 'bout you lately
Been feelin' 'bout you strangely but please don't call
me crazy
I'm not tryin' to deny everything that you said
But now I'm thinking with my head and now I'm hanging
by a thread
True words of a wise man, to keep me honest 
Touch a bonnet that can pull a gold locket from the
white sand
These new emotions, they grow strong
I've been waiting on this too long to start it

To the end we'll fight the sunrise
You're the light inside of me
And I can see the world in your eyes
I've been waiting far too long

If you don't understand, the wait is killing me
I know the closest boys to me gon be feelin' me
They see it in my face, they hear it in my speech
Was once love, now washed on an empty beach
I leaned out for it but i had an empty reach
And not I'm searchin' for an angel on these empty
streets
Forever alone's the motto, letters in the bottle, lost in
the grotto
I'm so sick of waiting, no longer patient
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Did you lie to me?
Did you die for me?
I need your light inside of me

To the end we'll fight the sunrise
You're the light inside of me
And I can see the world in your eyes
I've been waiting far too long

I just want people to know
This is more than music
This is life, this is us, 13
I can't wait much longer
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